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Postage stamps and related objects are miniature communication tools, and they tell a 
story about cultural and political identities and about artistic forms of identity 
expressions. They are part of the world’s material heritage, and part of history. Ever 
more of this postal heritage becomes available online, published by stamp collectors’ 
organizations, auction houses, commercial stamp shops, online catalogues, and 
individual collectors. Virtually collecting postage stamps and postal history has recently 
become a possibility. These working papers about Africa are examples of what can be 
done. But they are work-in-progress! Everyone who would like to contribute, by 
sending corrections, additions, and new area studies can do so by sending an email 
message to the APH editor: Ton Dietz (dietzaj@asc.leidenuniv.nl). You are welcome! 
 
Disclaimer: illustrations and some texts are copied from internet sources that are publicly available. All 
sources have been mentioned. If there are claims about the copy rights of these sources, please send an 
email to asc@asc.leidenuniv.nl, and, if requested, those illustrations will be removed from the next 
version of the working paper concerned.  
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Natal Field Force Army Post Office [British]  
 
http://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/hMAAAOSw0gdXTD50/s-l1600.jpg: “DBM316 1900 SOUTH AFRICA 
Boer War Natal Field Force Postal Stat./GB Used Abroad” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Also see Standerton 
Ncwadi ?       
no records 
Ndumu 27s56 32e16  (POA 76)  
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http://pictures.philasearch.com/A09315/S201509/799.jpg : “1904 KEVII Â½d postcard written from 
NDUMU 8 MAY and processed through the post office at NONGOMA MY 14. The front bears an 
unclear POA Numeral canceller (76? Unrecorded at this date) and the Lourence Marques arrival 
hexagon mark 20Â·5. Addressee has applied his dated cachet in violet on the message side of the 
card. F-VF, extremely scarce. NONGOMA was the seat of the magistracy in the ZULULAND district. 
Putzel rates mail related to this village post office as very rare.” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2076%20pm.jpg: “1904 to Union, Far Northern Zululand” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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POA 76: Noodsberg Road 1899-1899, Park Rynie 1900-1901-1903? Ndumu 1904-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm   
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Ndumu%201909%20card.jpg  
Ndwandwe 27s58 31e35  (POA 63) 
Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2063%20PM.jpg: “1894 to 1899, Renamed Nongoma” 
POA63 used at Dannhauser 1892-1892, Ndwedwe, 1894-1896, Ndwandwe 1898-1898, Mehlomnyana 
1899-1904, Loskop 1906-1907; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
Ndwedwe 29s31 30e57  (POA 63and POA41) 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2063%20PM.jpg : “1894 to Union, Near Verulam, Listed 
1894 to 1896” 
POA63 used at Dannhauser 1892-1892, Ndwedwe, 1894-1896, Ndwandwe 1898-1898, Mehlomnyana 
1899-1904, Loskop 1906-1907; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2041.jpg: “Listed 1905 to 1910” [??] 
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Nellie Valley 27s53 30e12 (POA 106)  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Nellie%20Valley%20to%20New%20Leeds.htm: “1904 
to Union;  Near Dannhauser”  
POA 106 used in Alexandria Junction; 1902-1904, Nellie Valley 1906-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%20101%20to%20124.htm  
Nel’s Rust 29s46 30e22 
  
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT8664.jpg: “NEL'S RUST, Natal 
postmark.(M.4.1) dated DE 14 09 on N.G.R. 3d PARCELS STAMP.” 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT8663.jpg:  “NELS RUST, Natal postmark. 
(M.4.1) OC 8 09 on N.G.R. 2/- Parcels Stamp.” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nels%20Rust%201911.jpg: “1907 to Union, Between 
Pietermaritzburg and Richmond” 
Newcastle 27s45 29e55 (Nr 20 and POA 54) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Natal%20Number%2020.jpg: “1864 to Union, 268 miles from 
Durban on main line” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Natal%20shield%2020%20cover.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.rhodesia.co.za/Images/large/NA332.jpg : “NATAL / TRANSVAAL ZAR 1884 (June), 
incoming mourning cover from England bearing QV 6d dull green (SG 194) cancelled with a Sidmouth 
(19 June) squared circle datestamp. Addressed to “Alan E. Ede Esqre / Ngoka River / Newcastle / 
Natal / South Africa” and endorsed “viâ Plymouth / Pr ‘Spartan’ / June 20, 1884”. Upon arrival in 
Natal, the cover was readdressed to “Moodies Reef” (ZAR). The postage to the ZAR was receipted by 
the affixing of a single Natal QV 4d brown (SG 102) tied by a Newcastle (21 July) datestamp. 
Plymouth (20 June), G.P.O. Natal (17 July), Newcastle (21 July) and M.W. Stroom / Transvaal (22 July) 
transit / arrival backstamps. A very fine and scarce example of redirected mail, especially to the ZAR 
goldfields. Alan Ede along with Sam Newmarsh, J T Rimer and R Otto discovered the Umvoti Reef 
early in 1884.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 






Newcastle was occupied by Boer forces in 1899 
Spink 2014, p. 24: 
“ Newcastle: 
1900 (29 Apr.) O.F.S. 1d. brown reply paid card to Holland, cancelled with a good strike of the “New 
Castle/29, April 1900” datestamp in blue with Pretoria (1.5) and Ginneken arrival (7.6) c.d.s.; also 
O.F.S. 21⁄2d. on 3d. tied on small piece by “P.K./Newcastle/12, Maart 1900” datestamp.  Photo Nr 
55, see Modderspruit  
1899 (26 Oct.) envelope to Pretoria, bearing 1d. on 21⁄2d. cancelled by a superb strike of the “P.K. 
Newcastle 26 10 99” datestamp in violet (used for four days only), forwarded on to Dundee where 
the stamp has been cancelled by double-ring datestamp (2.11), Volksrust (4.11), Dundee (3.11) and 
Pretoria (6.11) c.d.s. on reverse; scarce and most  attractive with just five such strikes recorded. 
Photo Nr 56, see Modderspruit. Note: Newcastle was occupied by the Boer Commandos on 14 
October.  
1899 (30 Oct.) envelope to Johannesburg, marked “Veld Dienst” and bearing 1d. (3) and 1⁄2d. (blocks 
of four and eight, both on reverse) cancelled with fine strikes of the rare “P.K. Newcastle 30 10 99” 
datestamp in violet, arrival c.d.s. (1.10). A spectacular franking with this rare and short-lived 
datestamp. Photo Nr 57, see below. 
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1899 (30 Oct.) envelope to Petrusville, marked “Veldt Dienst” and bearing 1d. rose-red and green 
cancelled by fine “P.K. Newcastle 30 10 99” datestamp (the last day of usage of this marking), censor 
label at right and Johannesburg c.d.s. (1.11) on reverse; the censor  label is the earliest  recorded 
used at Johannesburg from the  Boer invasion of Natal.  Photo Nr 58, see below.  
1899 (28 Nov.) envelope “via Delagoa Bay” to Natal, bearing 1d. rose-red and green cancelled by fine 
“P.K. Newcastle/*Z.A.R*/28 NOV 1899,” datestamp in violet, large part Boer censor label, the reverse 
with a good strike of the rare local censor “Wd. ResidentVrederechter, Kantoor/Newcastle, 28 Nov 
1899.” datestamp in violet, Johannesburg (29.11) c.d.s., British Officially Sealed label and Durban 
(6.12) c.d.s.; the envelope with face panel soiled and with vertical crease though the earliest of the 
five recorded strikes of the censor handstamp. Also 1⁄2d. green pair tied on piece by superb 
“PK/Newcastle/5.  Maart 1900” datestamp. Photo Nr 59, see below. 
1899 (4 Dec.) envelope (a little soiled) to Holland, bearing 21⁄2d. blue and green cancelled by “P.K. 
NewCastle./*Z.A.R*/4 Dec 1899” datestamp, Johannesburg (5.12) and Schiedam (22.1) c.d.s. on 
reverse; also unaddressed envelope (small tear) bearing 1d. pair  with two fine strikes of the same 
datestamp. No photo. 
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Spink 2014, p. 28: Nrs 57-59 for Newcastle. [Nrs 61, 62, 63, and 70 not for Natal]. 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Newcastle%20Occupation%201900%20cover%203.jpg      
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Newcastle%20Occupation%201900%20cover%202.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 






pg : “Boer occupation, 29.04.1900-15.05.1900” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Newcastle%201902%20cover.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.danica-janeckova.com/images/262.jpg : “KRUGER ADDRESSING BOERS AT NEWCASTLE, 
Natal postal history chrome ppc used with corner fault KE7 1d pmk’d Newcastle AU 9 08 to Ripe, 
Sussex” 
Newcastle Rail near 27s45 29e55 
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New Germany near 29s45 30e49 
 





http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT57760.jpg “NEW GERMANY and POA 51, 
Natal postal history. on KE7 ½d Reply Post Card portion pmk'd NO 13 06 to Pinetown.” 
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New Guelderland 29s18 31e19 
  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/New%20Gulderland%201899.JPG: “19.04.1872 to 
1889, 1899 to Union, Near Stanger” 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT55485.jpg “NEW GUELDERLAND, Natal 
postmark. (N) FE 12 01 on horiz. pair QE2 ½d (SG.97a) piece, some toning.” 
New Hanover 29s28 30e28  (Nr 26 and POA 72) 
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POA 72 was used at Greyville Rail 1893-1893, New Hanover 1901-1901, Broadmoor Type 2 1902-1904 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT8666.jpg: “NEW HANOVER RAIL, Natal postmark. 
(M.2) dated B/JA 7 10 on N.G.R. 3d PARCELS STAMP.” 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT8665.jpg : “NEW HANOVER RAIL, Natal postmark. 
(M.2) dated B/JA 5 10 on N.G.R. 2/- PARCELS STAMP.” 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT15415.jpg : “NEW HANOVER RAIL, Natal railway 
postmark. B/SP 22 10 in purple on re-joined pair KE7 ½d (SG.146).” 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/New%20Hanover%20Rail%201910.jpg: “1900 to Union” 
New Leeds near 29s44 30e25 (Nr 52) 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Nellie%20Valley%20to%20New%20Leeds.htm:  “BONC 
52; 1874 to Union; Between Manderston and Richmond Road” 
New Scotland  near 28s34 29e45 (POA 51)  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2051%20pm.jpg :” 1896 to January 1904, In 
Pietermaritzburg” 
POA51: Charlestown (Rail) 1892-1892, New Scotland 1896-1896, Zuurberg 1899-1902, Marianhill 
1903-1909; http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2041%20to%2060.htm  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/New%20Scotland%201898.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Ngobevu 28s50 30e40 (POA 20) [Tugela Goldfields]  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2020%20pm.jpg : “1892 to Union” 
POA 20 used at Ngobevu 1891-1902 and Good Hope 1906-1908; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA.htm  
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http://ww w.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2020%20cover.jpg  
Ngomo -e? 27s51 31e22     
no records 
Ngotshe  27s28 31e16      
1904, no further records 
Nieuw Smitsdorp ? 
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no records 
Nieuwjaarsfontein HQ Richmond Cape?    
no records 
Nil Desperandum near 30s22 30e33   (POA 21)  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2021%202%20pm.jpg  
POA 21 was used in Nil Desperandum 1891-1892, West End PMB 1895-1897, Waterval 1899-1899, 
Umzumbi 1900-1904, Umvotipoort 1906-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2021%20to%2040.htm   
Nkandhla 28s37 31e05 
Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/ZULU55460.jpg “NKANDHLA, Zululand postmark.(Z.9) JY 
25 99 on Natal QV 1d (SG.99a) piece, some perf. toning.” Also: 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nkandhla%20%20Zululand%201899.jpg : “30.06.1898 to Union, 
Part of Zululand until 30.06.1898” 
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http://www.stevedrewett.com/images/8866.jpg “ZULULAND - 1902 Boer War censor cover used at 
NKANDHALA/ZULULAND to UK. 1902 (MR.5.) cover addressed to UK (aged and some minor faults) 
bearing Natal 1d adhesive tied by NKANDHALA/ZULULAND cds with magebta triangle 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 





http://www.forpostalhistory.com/images/406.jpg . “1909 picture post card to England with a 1d 
cancelled Nkandhla, Zululand, MR 7 09. Fine. “ 
After 1910 
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http://www.stevedrewett.com/images/3161.jpg “ZULULAND - 1911 cover to UK with Natal 1d used 
at NKAND[H]LA. 1911 (MY.22.) cover addressed to UK (vertical fold at left) bearing natal 1d adhesive 
tied by NKAND[H]LA/ZULULAND cds. MELMOTH transit b/s and DONCASTER arrival.” 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/TVLuNTL314.jpg “NKANDHLA, ZULULAND (Natal) 
used interprovincially. JA 8 12 on Transvaal 1d (SG.274).” 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/SA45756.jpg “NKANDHLA, South Africa postmark 
skeleton dated 5 NO 1934 on block of four 1d (SG.56), corner perf. fault.” 
Nkwaleni 28s45 31e33    (POA 79) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2079.jpg  
POA 79: Doesburg 1900-1902, Nkwaleni 1907-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
Nondweni 28s11 30e49 
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Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nondweni%20Natal%201900%20Card.jpg: “30.06.1898 to 
Union, 10 miles from Dundee, Part of Zululand until 30.06.1898” 
 
http://www.chrisrainey.com/images/4949.jpg: “1903 up-rated 1d Natal lettercard, with message, 
addressed to Germany with additional 1d & ½d adhesives tied "NONDWENI" c.d.s. '26 JU 1903'.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 






Nongoma 27s58 31e35  
Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nongoma%201903%20cover.jpg:  “1899 to Union, Northern 
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http://www.stevedrewett.com/images/3158.jpg “ZULULAND - 1912 cover to Natal with 
Transvaal 1d tied NONGOMA. 1912 (MR.16.) cover addressed to Natal (ex reverse flap) 
bearing Transvaal 1d (SG 274) tied by NONGOMA/NATAL cds used during the 'Natal Period'. 
Nongoma was previously known as Ndwandwe. Inter-provincial use.” 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/TVLuNTL57414.jpg “NONGOMA, Natal postmark 
on TVL stamp. interprovincial dated OC 21 14 on vertical pair TVL 1d Postage Due (SG.D2).” 
Nonoti 29s13 31e23 ? (POA 71)  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2071pm.jpg: “1896 to Union, Stanger District” 
POA 71: Manderston Rail 1892-1892, Nonoti 1898-1898, Dalton 1901-1901, Scottsburg 1903-1904; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Noodsberg 29s19 30e52? (Nr 32) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Noodsberg%201895.jpg : “1864 to Union, North East of 
Pietermaritzburg” 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Noodsberg%201C%201885%20cover.jpg  
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT57745.jpg “NOODSBERG-ROAD, Natal postal 




http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT12281.jpg “POA 76, Natal postmark. on KE7 
1d (SG.148).” 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2076%20pm.jpg: “Listed 1899”[?] 
POA 76: Noodsberg Road 1899-1899, Park Rynie 1900-1901-1903? Ndumu 1904-1910; 




http://pictures.philasearch.com/A09315/S201509/815.jpg: “1903 Noodsberg Road to Lower 
Umkomaas: Superb QV 1d newspaper wrapper (H&G 2) additionally franked KEVII 1Â½d 
clearly tied by cds 6 JY. VF.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




milton.jpg:  “1902 to 1904; North East of Pietermaritzburg; Renamed to Schroeders” 
POA 80: Pinetown Bridge 02.06.1900-1901, Noodsberg Road Rail 1902-1904, Tinley Manor 1906-
1908; http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT57747.jpg “NOODSBERG-ROAD and 
SCHROEDERS, Natal postal history. pmk'd FE 24 06 on QV 1d Post Card to Hanover, Germany 
locally re-addressed Verden.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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Postmark on Transvaal stamp 1913. 
http://www.stampsoftheworld.co.uk/w/images/e/eb/Noodsberg_Road_%28ZA%29_a.jpg  
Normandien 27s58 29e46 (POA 113) 
  
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT54882.jpg “POA 113, Natal postmark. on QV 
1d CA wmk (SG.99a).”, also: http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%20113%20pm.jpg: 
“1881 to Union; 12 Km from Ellendale” 
POA 113: Normandien 1902-1902; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%20101%20to%20124.htm   
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Normandien%20cover%201901.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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Normanhurst 29s40 29e57 (POA 50) [Boston] 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2050%20pm.jpg: “1902 to Union; Near Pietermaritzburg” 
POA 50 used in Dingley Dell 1896-1896, Hoskens 1898-1902, Normanhurst 1903-1904, Appels Bosch 
1906-1908; http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2041%20to%2060.htm   
Northcote ?       
no records 
Northdene near 29s55 30e56 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Northdene%201898%20card.jpg: “1890 to Union, Near 
Durban” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT55406.jpg “NORTHDENE, Natal postal 
history.(M.1) in purple dated DE 4 without year tying KE7 1d on col. ppc of West Street, 
Durban to Twickenham, London.” 
Northdene Railway near 29s55 30e56 (POA 57) 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




POA 57: Northdene (Railway) 1892-1892, Middlerest 1897-1902, and Winters Kloof 1906-1909; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2041%20to%2060.htm  
Northend/North End  near 28s34 29e45 (POA  8) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%208%20PM.jpg: “1899 to 1900, In Ladysmith” 
POA 8 used in Amanzimtoti 1891-1891, Blackwater 1895-1895, North End 1899-1899, Qudeni 1901-
1904, Impolweni 1906-1910; http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA.htm  
North Shepstone Near 30s44 30e28 (POA 30) 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2030%20Blue%20PM.jpg : “1902 to 1907, On South 
Coast” 





Nottingham 29s25 29e54 (Nr 23) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Natal%20Number%2023.jpg : “1866 to Union, Renamed from 
Fort Nottingham” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT4511.jpg “23 used NOTTINGHAM, Natal 
postmark.(Type G) on QV 6d mauve CA wmk (SG.103).” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nottingham%20Natal%201894.jpg  
Nottingham Road 29s20 29e59 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nottingham%20Road%201899.jpg: “1888 to Union, 2 km from 
Nottingham” 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.danica-janeckova.com/images/2144.jpg : “NOTTINGHAM ROAD, Natal 






NOTTINGHAM ROAD, Natal postmark. (M.4.1) dated A/DE 23 09 on N.G.R. 9d PARCELS 
STAMP. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/TVLuNTL19753.jpg “NOTTINGHAM ROAD, Natal 
postmark on Transvaal stamp interprovincial use D/AP 20 12 on TVL KE7 1d (SG.274).” 
Nqutu28s13 30e32  (POA 86) 
Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there 
 
http://www.stampsoftheworld.co.uk/w/images/9/9f/Nqutuzulu_PAa.jpg Postmark Nqutu, 
March 1900 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.stampsoftheworld.co.uk/w/images/e/ec/Nqutuzulu.jpg Postmark Nqutu, May 
1900. 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2086%20PM.jpg: “1898 to Union, Part of Zululand until 
30.06.1898” 




“Occupied by Boer forces, 07.03.1900-14.03.1900” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 







http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT45645.jpg “NQUTU, Natal postmark. (M.2) 
MR 16 1903 on horiz. pair KE7 1/- (SG.136), some perf. splitting and creased etc. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Nqutu Road 28s13 30e32 
1904, no further records 
Ntabankulu (Veredale) 1910 near 27s52 30e38   
no records 
Ntingwe near 28s37 31e05 
Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there 
No records after 1898 
Nyalisa ?       
no records 
Obanjeni 28s54 31e41 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Obanjeni%201902%20cover.jpg: “1899 to 1905; Near Eshowe” 
Olivefontein near 29s07 30e30 (POA 84)  
POA84: no image known yet 
POA 84 was used in Allendale 1900-1901, Olivefontein 1902-1907 and Stendal 1908-1909; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2081%20to%20100.htm  
Oliver's Hoek (Ennersdale) 28s59 29e47? 
No records 
Olivershoek Road 28s59 29e47? 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20North%20End%20to%20Palmiet.htm:  “1890 to Union, 
Ladysmith District” 
Onderbroekspruit/Onderbrookspruit 28s37 29e43? (POA 11) (Rosboom) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2011%20PM.jpg : “1885 to Union, North East of 
Pietermaritzburg”  
POA 11 used at Onderbrookspruit, 1896-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA.htm  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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Ongeye (Ungoye) 28s52 31e43    
no records 
O'Oboop ?       
no records 
Oribi Flats ?       
no records 
Ottawa (Rail) 29s40 31e01 (POA 40 and 73) 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT10425.jpg ; Also: 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2040%20PM.jpg: “1886 to Union, 20 km north of Durban; 
Listed 1891” 
POA40 was used at Ottawa Rail 1891-1891 and South Downs 1894-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2021%20to%2040.htm  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2073%20PM.jpg: “Listed 1892” 
POA 73: Ottawa Rail 1892-1892, Merebank Rail 1901-24.04.1902, Fort Yolland 1907-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 






Ottos Bluff 29s31 30e22 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Ottos%20Bluff%201908.jpg : “1903 to Union, Near Greytown” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Overport near 29s55 30e56 (POA 100) 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20North%20End%20to%20Palmiet.htm : “1900 to 1901, 
Durban; Listed 1900 to 1901” 
POA 100: Overport 1900-1901, and Sydenham 1902-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2081%20to%20100.htm  
No illustrations known yet 
Paddock Rail 30s45 30e15     
no records 
Palmerton 31s18 29e28  (Nr 59) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Natal%20Number%2059.jpg: “1875 to 1878; On CGH border” 
Palmiet 29s48 30e53 ? (POA 15) 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2015%20PM.jpg: “Between Durban and Pinetown;  Listed 
1908” 
POA15 used at Inanda 1891-1907, Insuzi 1898-1898, Palmiet 1908-1908, Edwaleni 1909-1909; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA.htm   
Park Rynie  30s25 30e35 (POA 76) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2076%20Cover.jpg [extension of Park Rynie?] 
POA 76: Noodsberg Road 1899-1899, Park Rynie 1900-1901-1903? Ndumu 1904-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm   
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2076%20pm.jpg: “Listed 1900 to 1901”  
Paulpietersburg 27s30 30e51 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.rhodesia.co.za/Images/large/NA153.jpg: “PAULPIETERSBURG / NATAL (31 Jan 1903) 
temporary rubber single circle datestamp in violet. A superb strike on QV 1d rose on small piece. 
Rare. SG 99” 
 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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Pentrich near 28s34 29e45 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Pentrich%20card.jpg: “1908 to Union; Near Pietermaritzburg” 
Penvaan near 27s45 30e47 (POA 90 and 86) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2090%20Cover%201900%20PM.jpg : “17.08.1903 to 
Union; Vryheid District; Listed 1900; 19.07.1900” 
POA 90: Penvaan 1900-1900, Dannhauser 1901-1904, Winkelspruit 1906-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2081%20to%20100.htm  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2086%20PM.jpg: “Listed 1906 to 1910” 
POA 86: Eshowe 1900-1901, Nqutu 1900-1900, Umlaas Road 1902-1904, Penvaan 1906-1910: 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2081%20to%20100.htm  
Pepworth 28s29 29e51 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Pepworth%201910.jpg: “1904 to Union” 
Phoenix (Rail) 29s43 31e01 (POA 45) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2045%20PM.jpg: “1891 to Union, 16 km north of Durban, 
Listed 1891 to 1893”  
POA45: Phoenix Rail 1891-1893, Vants Drift 1896-1898, De Jager's Drift 1900-1901; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2041%20to%2060.htm  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Pietermaritzburg 29s37 30e24  (Nr 1)  
Since 1850s 
 
https://www.sandafayre.com/stockimages/41215494.jpg: “SOUTH AFRICA - COLONIES & REPUBLICS 
- NATAL 1857 3d rose, SG 4, large stamp with strong embossing but cut to shape, crisp barred 
numeral cancel.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.filat.ch/images/pictures/bsgkm056.jpg: “1867 Charming folded wrapper from 
Pietermaritzburg (lovely clear cds JAN 11) to Durban franked with Chalon 1d tied by crisp numeral 1 
canceller. VF, most attractive.” 
 
http://www.filat.ch/images/pictures/dcccc6cw.jpg “1867 DOUBLE USAGE ENTIRE originally sent by 
the "Natal Fire Assurance & Trust Company" from Pietermaritzburg 13 MAY 1867 to "GC Cato 
Esq/Durban" franked 1d Chalon (SG 21) tied barred numeral 1. Recipient added his comments to 
queries raised inside original letter, refolded the entire and re-addressed it back to Pietermaritzburg 
with further 1d (defect) now tied by barred numeral 2 defacer. Relevant Durban and 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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Pietermaritzburg cds's. Some light soiling. Overall VF, most attractive and an outstanding unusual 
usage. Exhibition piece for connoisseur.” 
 
http://www.filat.ch/images/pictures/gskcu056.jpg “1868 Folded letter wrapper from 
Pietermaritzburg to Durban. Attractive early cover franked QV 1d lightly tied by Numeral Cancel. 
Pietermaritzburg cds JAN 22 1868 on front and Durban cds JAN 23 on reverse. F-VF.” 
 
https://siegelauctions.com/2015/1098/479.jpg : “NATAL, 1860, 3p Blue (9; SG 10). Vertical pair, tied 
by strikes of barred "1" oval of Pietermaritzburg on cover to Leeds, England, "per Diamond Line of 
Steamers directive, Pietermaritzburg despatch, London transit and Leeds arrival markings, slight 
overall toning. VERY FINE AND RARE. ONE OF ONLY TWO NATAL COVERS RECORDED TO HAVE 
TRAVELED ON THE DIAMOND LINE SERVICE. The Diamond Line service ran a relatively short period, 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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from 1864 until 1867. Therefore, any covers to/from the United Kingdom, Cape of Good Hope or 
Natal using this line is elusive -- Natal being the rarest. This cover traveled from Durban to Cape Town 




http://www.stevedrewett.com/images/4973.jpg : “NATAL - 1875 (front only) to UK carried on the 
Doland Curries Line. 1875 (2.5.) FRONT addressed to UK marked 'By Doland Curries Line' and bearing 
four examples of the 1d dull rose adhesive (SG 66) on 'CC' watermarked paper tied by '1' duplex and 
with GPO/ NATAL cds alongside. Red LONDON/PAID strike applied on arrival. (A front only).” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://pictures.philasearch.com/A09081/S34/9102.jpg : “1870, QV 3 d. ultramarine with red vert. 
imprints "POSTAGE" on right and left and 1 d. rose on envelope (b/s blue imprint: P.Davis & Sons 
Printers & Stationers Maritzburg) sent from "G.P.O. NATAL 21 11 1877" to Pilgrims Rest Goldfields, 
Transvaal, small tear on top of envelope otherwise VF and rare.” 
 
http://www.filat.ch/images/pictures/pnbr6cw.jpg “1880 Envelope Pietermaritzburg (Numeral 1 
cancels, GPO cds 25 10 1880 alongside) to Italy bearing colourful franking QV 6d violet and strip of 
three ½d blue-green (SG 70, 96), the adhesives also defaced by manuscript ink wavy line. Routed via 
London with Modena arrival cds on reverse. Remarkably colourful & attractive 7½d franking. VF, a 
charming letter.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.rhodesia.co.za/Images/large/MN30.jpg “1881 home made envelope bearing QV 1d 
cancelled '1' in barred circle, alongside 'G.P.O. / NATAL' datestamp alongside, addressed to 
Longmarket Street (Cape Town). Containing original printed coloured greetings card in the Chinese 
taste of a Mandarin duck over a pond. Some staining, but most appealing”. 
 
http://images.bidorbuy.co.za/user_images/449/1402449/1402449_150902105727_Natal_1_blue_ca
ncel_card.jpg: “1892 NATAL 1892 QV ½d brown p/s/card with additional ½d with blue BONC 1 cancel, 
addressed to West Hamstead England”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/akkAAOSwT6pVwzv~/s-l1600.jpg : “MS226 1900 Natal PO USA Anglo 
Boer War Period Forwarded Transatlantic postage” 
 
http://thumbs4.ebaystatic.com/d/l225/m/m98I7ym6qWX74rZpPbzUKsw.jpg: “Natal #67 nice cancel 
1900.12.22 Pietermaritzburg Boer War Africa Natal on paper” 
 
http://www.rhodesia.co.za/Images/large/NA312.jpg : “1905 (October), official G.P.O. ‘Registered’ 
envelope addressed to the USA bearing KEVII ½d blue-green, 1d rose-carmine (pair) 1½d green and 
black and a 5d black and orange (SG 127, 147, 129, 134), all cancelled or tied by Registered / P.M. 
Burg (7 Oct) double circle datestamps. London (29 Oct) transit and Boston (10 Nov) arrival 
backstamps. An attractive multi-colour franking.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://pictures.philasearch.com/A09315/S201509/779.jpg : “1905 "CORK" POSTMARK: Postcard 
franked KEVII Â½d (SG 146) cancelled superb apparent CORK cancel (the crown in circle illustrated by 
HKL). Pietermaritzburg (DEC 30) cds. Unusual, very scarce. VF.” 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT55367.jpg : “N.G.R. P.M. BURG, Natal railway 
postmark. in purple dated 4 OCT 1909 on N.G.R. 2/- orange PARCELS STAMP.” 
After 1910 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://i.ebayimg.com/00/s/MTEyNlgxNjAw/z/YWMAAOxydgZTJI-e/$_57.JPG : “1916 Fort Napier 
Natal South Africa Prisoner of War Camp Cover POW P Schneider” 
Pieters(e)  28s40 29e50  (POA 47) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2047%20pm.jpg: “1892 to Union; Listed 1892” 
POA47: Pieters 1892-1892, Upper Umkomaas 1896-1904, Freemans 1906-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2041%20to%2060.htm  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Park%20Rynie%20to%20Point.htm :  “POA "77"; Listed 
1900 to 1901” 
Pieters Rail 28s40 29e50 (POA 77) 
POA 77: Pieters Rail 1900-1901, and Icibini 1902-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
No illustration of POA 77 known yet. 
Piet Retief 27s01 30e50      
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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no records 
Pinetown 29s52 30e46  (Nr 6) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Natal%20Number%206%20from%20Pinetown%20cover.jpg: 





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 





http://pictures.philasearch.com/A09315/S201509/795.jpg: “1882 SOLDIER'S LETTER from Pinetown 
(cds 28 AU, part numeral 6 canceller) to England. The PENNY CONCESSIONARY RATE paid with single 
Natal QV 1d. The sender was "No797 T Heap 6th Dragoons" the cover bearing required 
endorsements and Officer's countersignature for this military concessionary rate. Some traces light 
ageing, a superior pleasing example of this early period campaign mail from the regiment deployed 
to quell unrest following the Zulu War and First Boer War. Rare.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 






Pinetown Bridge near 29s52 30e46  (POA 80) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2080%20pm.jpg: “1900 to 1909; Renamed Sarnia; Listed 
1900 to 1901; 02.07.1900; (Hamilton) 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Durban 2 JU 1900; www.michael-hamilton.com.  
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT12283.jpg “POA 80, Natal postmark. on KE7 
1d (SG.128).” 
POA 80: Pinetown Bridge 02.06.1900-1901, Noodsberg Road Rail 1902-1904, Tinley Manor 1906-
1908; http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm   
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Pinetown%20Bridge%201901.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.rhodesia.co.za/Images/large/NA218.jpg: “PINETOWN BRIDGE (DE 14 05) double circle 
datestamp struck on KEVII Official 1d carmine. SG O2” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Pinetown%20Bridge%201907%20cover.jpg  
Point 29s51 31e03 near 29s55 30e56 (Nr 5) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Natal%20Number%205.jpg: “1862 to Union; PO at Durban 
port” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT57748.jpg “POINT, Natal postal history. 
pmk'd D/AP 10 97 on QV 1d Post Card to Hayle, Cornwall.” 
 
http://www.rhodesia.co.za/Images/large/NA374.jpg : “NATAL / Postal History 1897 (May), 
envelope sent registered to ‘Lourenco Marques / Delagoa Bay’. Bearing a colourful array of 
nine different QV duties totalling 7s7d. Comprising ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 1/- and 5/- 
carmine, all tied by POINT NATAL (MY 29) double circle datestamps. Backstamped with 
Lourenco Marques (31 May) boxed arrival cachet. The flap with ‘Royal Hotel Durban, Natal’ 
and Coat-of Arms embossed in red. Philatelically inspired though attractive. The 5/- duty is 
very scarce used on cover. (SG 72, 97, 99, 101-3, 107-8, 113).” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 





http://pictures.philasearch.com/A09315/S201509/764.jpg : “1900 WRECK OF THE 
"MEXICAN": Envelope from Point, Natal (clear cds MR 27 00) to England franked single QV 
1d (SG 66). Cover bears a strike in red of the two-line "RECOVERED FROM WRECK OF 
MEXICAN" cachet. Of the salvaged mails most emanated from the Cape and accordingly 
covers with non-Cape adhesives are unusual. Some water staining as expected. Rare. The 
Union-Castle liner "Mexican" left Table Bay on 4th April 1900 for Southampton. At 2am on 
5th April she was sunk by collision with the English transport "Winkfield" in fog 
approximately 80 miles out.” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.chrisrainey.com/images/4110.jpg: “1903 taxed envelope addressed to 
Rotterdam Holland 1d adhesive tied "POINT" c.d.s. '13 OC 1905'On arrival 15c postage due 
paying the oval charge, tied "ROTTERDAM" c.d.s.” 
 
https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/236x/e1/9a/74/e19a74482609cae7f8c88b5386a1f2a9.jpg 1905 with Natal 
stamp.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Polela 29s49 29e45 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Polela%20to%20Richmond.htm:  “1885 to 1893; Area: 
Himeville District; Renamed Bulwer”  
Port Shepstone 30s44 30e28 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT57735-1.jpg  “PORT SHEPSTONE, Natal 
postal history. pmk'd B/NO 21 93 on QV ½d Post Card to Baboon Spruit, reverse meeting to 
urge Government to bridge the Lower Umzimkulu River with an inexpensive low level pile 
bridge”. 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Port%20Shepstone%201892%202.jpg: “1885 to Union, 
Area: 130 km South of Durban” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Port%20Shepstone%201909%20cover.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 





http://thumbs.ebaystatic.com/images/g/N0UAAOSw7FRWXbHL/s-l225.jpg: “TRANSVAAL: (6252) 
NATAL interprovicial cancel” 
Port Shepstone Rail 30s44 30e28 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Polela%20to%20Richmond.htm: “1908 to 
Union; Area: 130 km South of Durban” 
Prestbury near 28s34 29e45 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Polela%20to%20Richmond.htm: “1905 to 
1906; Area: In Pietermaritzburg” 
Punzi 30s50 30e03      
no records 
Qudeni28s35 30e51 (POA 8) 
Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%208%20PM.jpg: “1899 to Union; Area: Between 
Eshowe and Nkandhla; Listed 1901 to 1904” [Former Zululand]  
POA 8 used in Amanzimtoti 1891-1891, Blackwater 1895-1895, North End 1899-1899, Qudeni 1901-






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 




Queen’s Bridge Durban (Umgeni) near 29s55 30e56 (Nr40) 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Polela%20to%20Richmond.htm: “1869 to 
1884; Area: Bridge over Umgeni River; Renamed Umgeni (Village)” 
Red Hill Rail  29s45 31e00 (POA 29 and 115?) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2029.jpg  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Polela%20to%20Richmond.htm: “1904 to Union; Area: 
Durban suburb” 
POA 29 was used at Umzumbi 1891-1902, Brynbella 1903-1904, and Redhill Rail 1908-1909; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2021%20to%2040.htm 
No illustration yet for POA 29 in Red Hill Rail  in those years.  
POA 115: Boscobello 1903-1904 (and Redhill?); 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%20101%20to%20124.htm  
No illustration known yet 
Reunion 29s57 30e55 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Reunion%20Natal%201905.jpg: “1895 to Union; Area: 15 km 
South of Durban” 
Richenau  ?       
1904, no further information 
Richmond 29s54 30e08 (Nr 12)  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Natal%20Number%2012%20cover.jpg: “1850 to Union; Area: 
100 km from Durban” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.filat.ch/images/pictures/gbkv6cw.jpg “1873 1d rate wrapper from Richmond JAN 18 to 
Maritzburg (19 1) franked 1d postage ovpt (SG 60). No side flaps, appears to be a wrapper of sorts. 
Arrival cds 19 10 on reverse. Couple imperfections. Scarce franking, F-VF.” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Richmond%20Natal%20Crown%20Cover.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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Richmond Road 29s54 30e08 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Richmond%20Road%20Natal%20C1.jpg: “1882 to 1898” 
Richmond Rail near 29s54 30e08 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT16756.jpg : “RICHMOND RAIL, Natal. (N) NO 3 1902 
on QV 1d (SG.99a), perf. faults.” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Richmond%20Rail%201907%202.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 









POA49: Riet Valley 1892-1904, Ceza 1906-1911; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2041%20to%2060.htm  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Reitvlei%201887.jpg :  “1864 to Union; Area: Between Mooi 
River and Greytown” 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://i.ebayimg.com/00/s/OTIyWDE2MDA=/z/GtMAAOSwpzdWrlgP/$_57.JPG : “NATAL: (10376) 
Boer/Censor/Ceylon/cancel/cover” 
 
http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT56526.jpg “REIT-VLEI, Natal postmark (N) 27 
2 06 on horiz. pair KE7 1d (SG.128).” 
Riven Hall/Rivenhall 27s52 29e49  (POA 58) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2058.jpg: “1885 to 1893; 1907 to Union; Area: 18km 
from Normandien” 
POA 58 used in Ingogo Rail 1892-1892, Harburg 1897-1902, Amatikulu 1906-1907, Rivenhall 1906-
1910; http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2041%20to%2060.htm  
Roberts ?       
1890, no further information 
Rockmount near 29s25 29e54 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20Riven%20Hall%20to%20Sarnia.htm:  “1902 to 1904; 
Area: Near Nottingham” 
Rockvale near 30s08 30e00  (POA 68) 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2068.jpg : “1896 to Union; Area: 12km from Ixopo” 
POA 68: Chieveley Rail 1892-1892, and Rockvale 1898-1910; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2061%20to%2080.htm  
Rooikop (Sydenham) 29s49 30e58    
no records 
Rorke’s Drift 28s20 30e32 (POA 108) 
Prior to 1898 part of Zululand, see there.  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%20108.jpg: “1883 to Union; Area: Between Eshowe and 
Nkandhla; Listed 1902”[Zululand]  




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 






Rosebank  near 29s54 30e08  (POA  41) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2041%20PM.jpg: “1891 to Union; Area: Richmond 
District; Listed 1891 to 1902” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.danica-janeckova.com/images/4211.jpg : “ROSEBANK, Natal postmark/Letter CARD full 




Roseglen (Glen Lyon) ?      
no records 
Rosetta  29s17 29e58  (POA 59) 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2059.jpg: “1897 to Union; Area: Weenen District” 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
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http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/NAT56531.jpg “ROSETTA, Natal postmark (M.2) 
JA 6 11 on KE7 1d (SG.146) piece.” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Rosetta%201912%20Blue.jpg  
Russel Street near 29s55 30e56 (POA 31 and 3) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2031.jpg: “1884 to 1892;  1900 to 1908; Area: Durban 
Street; Listed 1891 to 1892 ” 
POA 31 was used at Russel Street 1891-1892, Insinga 1895-1896, Elandskraal 1900-1904, and 
Gumtrees 1906-1910; http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2021%20to%2040.htm   
http://thumbs.ebaystatic.com/images/g/Zt0AAOSwcBhWZvVd/s-l225.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 15 (Part 5); Ton Dietz 
South Africa: NATAL POSTMARKS: N-R 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%203%203.jpg ; “Listed 1901 to 1902” 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%203.JPG  
http://thumbs.ebaystatic.com/images/g/zWcAAOSwe7BWvLgq/s-l225.jpg  
POA 3: Coalfields Type 1, 1891 to 1892; Russel Str. Type 2 1900 to 1902; Sunkelsdrift Type 2  1903 to 
1910: http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA.htm  
Rustverwacht 27s25 30e05?  (maybe POA 97) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/POA%2097.jpg: “1908 to Union; 18km from Utrecht” 
POA 97: Howick Hospital 1901-1901, Vants Drift 1902-1902, Mooi River 1903-1904, Deemount 1906-
1910. Rustverwacht Reported by Putzel; 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Natal%20POA%2081%20to%20100.htm  
 
 
